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Stargames Oy is looking for a Sales Manager 

 
 

You provide your business customers in your segment with comprehensive promotional tools related to 
physical fitness, such as football and related ancillary services, looking for the most suitable solution for 

each customer's needs. In your work, you actively move in with your customers and act as an opener for 
new doors. 

 

You will succeed in this position when you have experience selling solutions to corporate customers. You 
will be able to lead your own marketing and sales processes from start to finish. Understanding the 

importance of different fitness products and services for the well-being of the individual and the group, as 
well as the desire to learn something new, will help you succeed in the task. International industry 

knowledge, commercial training and English language skills are considered an advantage. 

 
We provide you with quality products, a seamless collaboration between manufacturing and your own work 

interface, and sales support with professional financial management services, an interesting job description 
and a commission-based agency agreement that enables a good level of earnings. 

 
We expect you to have experience in active B to B sales, a sporty approach, the ability to sell products and 

services and build solutions for your customers, the desire to learn the industry and the ability to close a 

deal. 
 

Fill in the free-form application form with salary requests and attach your CV. 
 

For more information, please contact Mika Wirtanen Mon-Fri, 11:00-11:30 (CET+1) 

 
 

 
Best regards, 

 

 
Stargames Oy  

 
Mr. Mika Wirtanen 
Chairman of the Board 
 

For your contact information: Email mika.wirtanen@stargames.fi , Mobile+358 (0)44 2424324 
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